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Lerner: The Battles over Swiss Liberty

I.
The Battles over Swiss Liberty

by Marc H. Lerner
Between the French Revolution and the Revolutions of 1848, the European
conception of freedom and liberty changed dramatically. 1 Likewise with
Switzerland, between the Helvetic Republic and the Sonderbund war of 1847,
the conceptions of true Swiss liberty underwent radical alteration. In Zurich,
Schwyz and Vaud a growing individualistic sense of liberty challenged a
collective sense of freedom. To some extent an emphasis on guaranteed
individual rights replaced the emphasis on local autonomy and self-rule. The
changing understandings of Freiheit or liberte in Zurich, Schwyz and Vaud
reflect the changes that occurred throughout Switzerland as well as Europe.
The battle over what was and who determined true Swiss liberty or virtue also
had ramifications beyond the borders of the Swiss state. The variety of paths
that Swiss cantons took to reach a relatively liberal democratic society
illustrates European as well as Swiss developments; there is no easy, direct way
to a modem liberal-democratic society. My argument is that the developments
in Switzerland reflect the developments of European liberalism as a whole
between the time of the French Revolution and the Revolutions of 1848.
This article is an examination of the development of political culture and
the changing understandings of freedom and liberty in the public arena of the
three Swiss cantons from 1798 to 1847. Liberty meant very different things in
Schwyz, Zurich and the pays de Vaud in 1798, and these understandings had
greatly modified in all three cantons by 1847. Schwyz relied on a collective
definition of freedom at whose core was the necessity of self-rule and
independence from outside interference. Zurich did not have the same structure
of the collective Landsgemeinde in which all citizens gathered in the public
square to cast their vote. Instead Zurich's somewhat oligarchic republicanism
was representative, not direct, and sought first to protect the property and

1

This article was originally given as a talk at the Swiss Historical Society's Annual Meeting
on October 6, 2001. This research was assisted by funding from the Gozenbach award of
the SAHS, a Schweizerisches Bundesstipendium administered by the Eidgenossische
Stipendienkommission Ftir Auslandische Studierende, a fellowship from the International
Dissertation Field Research Fellowship Program of the Social Science Research Council
with funds provided by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and a Schweizer Nationalfond
research grant.
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historical rights of its citizens. In the late eighteenth century, residents of the
pays de Vaud were subject to the authority of Bern, their historical collective
privileges in terms of representative institutions and law making had been lost.
These residents merely sought the ability to take part in the governmental
process. However, led by some radicals influenced by the events of the French
Revolution, the cause of the natural rights of man gained more and more
influence as Vaud eventually sought and won its complete independence from
Canton Bern.
In January of 1798, French troops entered Swiss territory and insured that
the Old Eidgenossenschaft would not long survive. From this point, the Swiss
state and society endured a period of transition that finally ended with the new
constitution and the formation of the modem federal state in 1848. Through an
examination of these fifty years, it is possible to see extraordinary changes in
the understandings of freedom and liberty in my three selected cantons. Zurich,
Schwyz and Vaud began the period as three separate and highly different
entities that formed part of the patchwork network of alliances and
relationships that was the Old Swiss Confederation. 2 Zurich was an urban,
Protestant, German-speaking full member of the old order. The city was
actively engaged in the European-wide public sphere and linked to other areas
through a highly developed commercial trading system. Schwyz, while
similarly German-speaking and also a full member of the Confederation prior
to 1798, had remained Catholic during the Reformation and existed in much
greater rural isolation. Its link to the rest of Europe, and what fame it had
beyond giving its name to Switzerland, existed primarily through its
mercenaries who fought for different European monarchs. Vaud, on the other
hand, was French-speaking and not a full member of the Old Confederation,
but instead was a subject territory of Bern. This canton did not even gain its
independence until the dissolution of the Old Confederation in 1798. By 1848,
these three representative cantons of the Swiss Confederation had come
together to such a degree that one could speak of a national theater of events.
It can be argued that taken together all three cantons represent the full spectrum
of Switzerland.
The importance of Switzerland is often overlooked in a European history
of great powers. However, the study of Switzerland remains essential to a
better understanding of the development of liberal thought, republicanism and
democratization in Europe. Switzerland has the unique role in central Europe
of being part of both the French and German speaking worlds. Beyond the
diversity of language, the Swiss reflected the trends of both intellectual
cultures: one emanating from Paris and the other from what had been the Holy
Roman Empire. Thus, even if Switzerland cannot be a symbolic model for all

2

For more on the structure of the Old Confederation see Hans Conrad Peyer,
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of Europe, it allows for an interesting mixture of traditional ideas about
sovereignty, freedom and liberty. One example is the post World War II
historiography on nationalism. Much of this writing has described two distinct
French and German schools of nationalism. 3 According to this view, the
enlightened French liberal school focused on the rights of the individual and
that individual's role in the nation. The illiberal German school, emerging from
the Romantic movement, focused on the "true" folkloric character of the
people, a character which was formed by the language of the people and the
power of the collective Volk. In Switzerland, however, it is possible to see a
blend of different intellectual sources; there is no single path to a sense of
nationhood or liberal democratic society.
Some historians argue that the "western" view of liberty emerged in
Switzerland only after importation from France. 4 However, evidence dating
from before 1789 demonstrates that Switzerland attempted to deal with many
of the same issues with which France and other parts of Europe were dealing.
The French Revolution is a convenient watershed, but if contention over
sovereignty did not already exist, the French Revolution would not have been
able to occur. Already by 1762 with the founding of the Helvetische
Gesellschaft, there were serious discussions about the construction of a new
type of state and the role of the Volk and governmental authorities in that state.
The Helvetic Society, similar to Enlightenment associations that existed
throughout France and western Europe, was a patriotic association with
members who represented the whole gamut of Switzerland, religiously,
linguistically and ideologically. The goal of the organization was to increase
harmony, friendship and national feeling among the Swiss. 5 These goals were
fostered through annual meetings, at which intellectuals presented their
thoughts on relevant issues. Speeches often focused on such topics as Swiss
freedom and the natural freedom of man. 6 It was through these broad
discussions that the language of natural rights and the social contract school
entered the Swiss arena. 7 Not all the members approved the growing influence

3

e. g. Rogers Brubaker, Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1994).
4
AlfredKolz,Neuere Schwweizerische Verfassungsgeschichte: lhre Grundlinien vomEnde
der Alten Eidgenossenschaft bis 1848 (Bern: Verlag Stampfli + Cie, AG., 1992), 22, 24, 483
5
Ulrich Im Hof and Fran<tois de Capitani, Die Helvetische Gesellschaft: Spiitaujkliirung und
Vorrevolution in der Schweiz, 2 vols. (Frauenfeld and Stuttgart: Verlag Huber, 1983).
6
e.g. Mi.inch, "Anrede an die in Olten versammelte Helvetische Gesellschaft" (Olten, 1783),
15.
7
There is evidence of an earlier narrow introduction into Switzerland of natural law theory.
Michael Kempe, "Republikanismus und Naturrecht: Selbstaufklarung um 1700 im
'Collegium der Vohlgesinnten' in Zurich" in Michael Bohler, Etienne Hofmann, Peter H.
Reill, Simone Aurbuchen, eds., Republikanische Tugend: Ausbildung eines Schweizer
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of the natural law school of thought. Nonetheless, what remained constant is
that both those influenced by the notion of natural rights and those who
rejected such language continued to argue from a perspective of defending
Swiss freedom. Also derived from studying Swiss history is the benefit that in
Switzerland, even before the French Revolution, all sides represented
republican views and supported the cause of freedom. Therefore, the study of
differing views within that republican perspective can be much deeper than a
superficial "progressive" coalition which merely opposed despotism elsewhere
in Europe. 8
The great French Revolution of 1789 and the chaos that it unleashed upon
the European continent brought a new element to the discussion in Switzerland.
The fact that the troops of the Directory marched into Swiss territory in 1798
irreparably changed the terms of the discussion. No longer were theoretical
discussions about the weakening Swiss Confederation possible, instead
opposing parties claimed to defend the core values of the Swiss state and
society. The formation of the Helvetic Republic and the introduction of a
unitary constitution based on the constitution of the French Directory
unleashed a backlash, originating from Inner Switzerland, against any notion
of national reform. With the entrance of the French troops, the flaws of the Old
Confederation were forgotten by many as the calls for the expulsion of the
foreign tyrants grew in strength. However, in reality there was serious long
term discontent in the Ancien Regime and the Old Confederation was barely
functioning. I argue that the French army shattered a shell, it did not conquer
a thriving state.
The French gathered at the gates of Switzerland and marched in for a
variety of reasons. Great Power interests were at play, the French were
protecting their access to the newly conquered lands north of Italy and there
was certainly interest in the Swiss cantonal treasuries, specifically Bern's,
which eventually funded Napoleon's Egyptian adventure. However, the interest
of a group of radicals and their desire for V aud' s independence from subject
status to Bern also encouraged the French. Since 1790 the Helvetic Club de
Paris had spread revolutionary propaganda throughout Switzerland. 9 In 1796,
Frederic-Cesar de La Harpe moved to Paris and led the agitation against the
Bernese rule of Vaud by publishing the documentary record of Vaud's

Nationalbewusstseins und Erziehung eines neuen Burge rs vol. 2 of Travaux sur la Suisse
des Lumieres (Geneva: Slatkine, 2000), 185, 199.
8
For a comparison with the progressive coalition elsewhere in Europe see Jonathan Sperber,
The European Revolutions, 1848-1851 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
9
Ariane Meautis, Le Club Helvetique de Paris (1790-1791) et la Diffusion des ldees
Revolutionnaires en Suisse (Neuchatel: Editions de la Baconniere, 1969).
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confirmed privileges, many of which Bern had violated. 10 He argued that the
inhabitants ofVaud had a natural right to freedom and full citizenship as well
as to exercise their ancient rights of sovereignty. This was accomplished with
a mix of French Revolutionary ideology and a traditional defense of contracted
rights.11 He wrote, "since antiquity, the inhabitants of Vaud enjoyed the
benefits of a free constitution maintained by their provincial estates and
respected by their princes until 1536 [the start of Bernese rule]." 12 With such
encouragement by La Harpe and others, the French used the pretext of a
sixteenth century treaty that cited France as the guarantor of the Vaud's
privileges and the French Republic's stated policy of the freeing of all
European peoples from their feudal chains and oppressors, as an excuse to
march into Vaud in January of 1798.
Although the French were seen as liberators by many in Vaud, this was
certainly not the case in Schwyz. Schwyz was an agrarian, mountain
community in which elections occurred through the directly democratic
institution of the Landsgemeinde, where a simple majority vote of the
community's full members, male inhabitants of the central region and their
descendants, held sway. However, the ideal did not necessarily match the
reality. There was an elite aspect to the leadership of the "democratic" cantons,
in which members of the same leading families occupied almost all the
positions of power in the canton and determined policy that was often only
rubber stamped by the yearly Landsgemeinde meeting. 13 However, because of
the Landsgemeinde, the people of Schwyz saw their canton as very different
from those they named as aristocratic cantons, such as Bern and Zurich. After
an initial lack of concern as to what would happen to Bern or any other
Protestant canton, the people of Schwyz reacted strongly to any foreign attempt
to impose a new constitution on their own canton. In letters to the leaders of the
occupying French, the Schwyz Landsgemeinde asked why the French would
require the democratic canton of Schwyz to change its constitution that was

10

Frederic-Cesar de La Harpe, "Essai sur la constitution du Pays de Vaud" 2 parts (Paris:
Batilliot, 1796-97).
11
For a discussion of La Harpe' s mixing of modem political theory and an older tradition
of legitimation see Andreas Wurgler, "Gemeinderevolution-Fiktiv, 'Etats' und 'villes et
communautes' in Frederic-Cesar de La Harpe's Bericht iiber die noch nicht geschehene
Revolution in der W aadt (1790)" in Heinrich R. Schmidt, Andre Holenstein, Andreas
Wurgler, eds., Gemeinde, Reformation und Widerstand: Festschrift far Peter Blickle zum
60. Geburtstag (Tiibingen: biblioteca academica Verlag, 1998), 138.
12
La Harpe, "Essai sur la constitution du Pays de Vaud," 1.
13
Urs Kalin, Die Umer Magistratenfamilien: Herrschaft, okonomische Lage und Lebensstil
einer liindlicher Obersicht, 1700-1850 (Zurich: Chronos, 1991), 24-27.
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already "in perfect consonance with that adopted by the French Republic." 14
However, the local direct democracy that existed in the communities of
Schwyz was contrary to the commitment of the French Republic to the
principle of a centralized unitary state as the only way to realize sovereignty
in a nation. More importantly to the French, who were certainly not opposed
to elite republicanism, was the notion that modem liberty could come only
from a centralized state. An indivisible Republic reflected indivisible
sovereignty, an essential principle for which the French had fought. It was only
the whole, undivided sovereignty of a nation that could bring liberty to a
people. According to the French Revolutionary rhetoric any reference to a past
feudalism could not be accepted and Schwyz' s reliance on local privileges
rather than the "rights of man" was seen as just that.
Thus two versions of freedom existed in Switzerland. The birth of the
Helvetic Republic allowed two camps to develop: centralists and federalists.
However, both the French and the traditionalist Schwyz defenders of the old
order claimed to be fighting on behalf of liberty and even within Switzerland
both sides fought for true Swiss liberties. The only difficulty was precisely
defining those liberties. The centralists supported the French Declaration of the
Rights of Man and its notions that sovereignty rested in the nation. As Article
2 of the French Declaration stated, "The aim of any political association is to
preserve the natural and inalienable rights ofman." 15 Those who supported the
traditional order argued instead that Swiss liberty had always been collectively
based and had more to do with the freedom of the community to rule itself and
make its own laws rather than with what any individual could or could not do.
Thus the unitary nature of the new state infringed upon local privileges and
could not be supported by the Inner Swiss cantons. In addition the influence of
the French Republic on the Helvetic violated the basic tenet of their
interpretation of Swiss liberty: self-rule.
The William Tell story came to represent this division as well as to occupy
the attention of scores of propagandists on both sides. The Tell legend was
popularized by Friedrich Schiller; according to its most common version,
Gessler had been appointed by the Habsburgs to rule Uri. Tell, an inhabitant
of Canton Uri, refused to recognize that foreign authority and refused to bow
to Gessler's hat in the town square. In response, Gessler forced Tell to shoot
an apple off his son's head, which Tell did without harming the boy. However,
an extra arrow was later found hidden on Tell and he admitted that this second
arrow was meant for Gessler in case Tell's son had been hurt. Tell was arrested

14

Letter of Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Zug and Glarus to General Brune, 16 March 1798
quoted in Heinrich Zschokke, The History of the Invasion ofSwitzerland by the French, and
the Destruction of the Democratic Republics of Schwitz, Uri and Unterwalden Translated
by J.B. Briatte (London: T.N. Longman and 0. Rees, 1803), 197-201.
15
Article 2 of "Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen," 26 August 1789.
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and brought by boat across Lake Luzern. During the trip a huge storm arose
and Tell was needed to save the ship. Of course, Tell, like all good Swiss
heroes, was not only an extraordinary marksman, but also a superior helmsman.
Tell steered the boat to safety, but was sufficiently adroit to come close enough
to shore so that he could jump off without rescuing the Habsburg agents on
board with him. He fled into the hills from where he eventually ambushed and
killed Gessler, the agent of tyranny.
Although the Tell story has become one of the foundational myths of
Switzerland, claiming to report events of the early fourteenth century, it was
not so important in the late eighteenth century. 16 In fact, famously in prerevolutionary times, the Abbe de Raynal wanted to build a monument to Tell
and raised enough money from France to do so, but Canton Uri rejected the
offer claiming that a monument was unnecessary while the sense of freedom
yet lived. 17 Tell was more important to the revolutionaries of France than to
their Swiss contemporaries. One historian explained that Tell only returned to
Switzerland "in the baggage of the French army." 18 Symbolically, Tell as a
tyrannicide carried more importance in France than in Switzerland. However,
once introduced into Switzerland, the legend served as the focal point for a
pamphlet war. Each side in the debate over Freiheit used the Tell story to
support its own ends. From the short summary just given, it is clear that the
Tell story could be interpreted as a call to rise up against all foreign rulers, or
as a popular call against aristocratic rule.
Two pamphlets serve as good examples of each case. The anonymous
pamphlet entitled "Who was the greater Tyrant? A Dialogue between Gessler' s
Shade and the French Government's Commissioner Rapinat" linked the French
Republic of 1798 with the Habsburg tyranny that the nascent Swiss
Confederation battled in order to earn its freedom. 19 This anti-French
pamphleteer claimed that the French were the greater tyrants as he linked the
threats to Tell's life and property to the imagined threat to security and
property in 1798. In fact, Gessler admits that Rapinat and the French are much
greater tyrants than he ever was, because the French succeeded in destroying
the old Swiss liberty. 20 This reference alluded to the legitimacy of Tell's

16

See Oliver Zimmer, "Competing Memories of the Nation: Liberal Historians and the
Reconstruction of the Swiss Past, 1870-1900" Past & Present no. 168 (August 2000): 201.
17
Musee Historique de Lausanne, ed., La Suisse & La Revolution Franraise: images,
caricatures, pamphlets (Lausanne: Editions du Grand Pont, 1989), 192.
18
Jean-Fran~ois Bergier, "Guillaume Tell revolutionnaire, ou le patriote ambigu" in Musee
Historique de Lausanne, ed., La Suisse & La Revolution Franraise, 189.
19
"Wer war ein grosserer Tyrann? Ein Gesprfich zwischen dem Scbatten Gessler' s und dem
franzosischen Regierungs-Kommissar Rapinat" (Switzerland, 1799).
20
"Wer war ein grosserer Tyrann," 7-8.
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tyrannicide or the legitimacy of any struggle against tyranny and thus implicitly
called for an uprising against the French imposed Helvetic government.
Heinrich Zschokke's pamphlet entitled "Strange Dialogue in the Realm of
the Dead between Wilhelm Tell and a farmer from Canton Bern" argued in a
different vein. 21 In this pamphlet, Tell argues that the seemingly French ideas
of freedom, equality and even the unitary state were exactly what he, Tell,
fought for so many centuries ago. The fictional Tell told the Bernese peasant
that his struggle against oligarchy and subject territories was as valid in 1798
as it was in the early history of the Confederation, even if the oligarchies and
lords were Swiss. In another section Tell responds to the farmer's complaint
against a single territory and overarching national authority with: "O Schweizer
why had you not done this long ago? ... Your ancestors could not do everything
by themselves; it was enough that we broke the ice; you must go forward but
you slept and forgot freedom!" 22 Thus for Zschokke, the reforms of the
Helvetic represented a legitimate interpretation of ancient Swiss liberties.
Eventually this second view of the French as agents that only protected
true Swiss liberties failed. By 1802 the Helvetic Republic was hated by almost
all the inhabitants of Switzerland and the government was forced to retreat to
Lausanne. Napoleon then intervened and imposed the Act of Mediation. This
1803 treaty restored some cantonal sovereignty and ended the experiment of
"the one and indivisible republic." In its wake, the Helvetic came to represent
all that was ideologically foreign in Switzerland and introduced from abroad.
Collective memory kept this idea in focus. Through the transformations of
1815 and 1830 the notion that the Helvetic Republic was a foreign imposition
remained an unchallenged article of faith. The "Regeneration," the traditional
name for the era of 1830s uprisings and revolutions that introduced liberal
constitutions, reflects this fear of the foreign values of the Helvetic. The term
implies that 1830 was a return to true Swiss values, a notion of Freiheit that
had existed in Switzerland since time immemorial. Even though a list of
guaranteed individual rights in a constitution has clear symbolic links to the
French Revolution, Swiss liberals refused to defer to any positive republican
tradition emanating from France. Even today, the Helvetic still retains a
negative connotation, although clearly many of the values of the Helvetic have
been incorporated into the Swiss state and constitution, such as the guaranteed
rights of the individual and the equality of all before the law. In 1998 the Swiss
state officially celebrated the 150th anniversary of the new federal constitution
but outside Vaud and Ticino there was not much celebration of the 200th

21

[Heinrich Zschokke], "Sonderbares Gesprach im Reich der Toten zwischen Wilhelm Tell
und einem Bauem aus dem Kanton Bern" reprinted in Remy Charbon, "O Schweizerland
du schone Braut" Politische Schweizer Literatur 1798-1848 (Zurich: Limmat Verlag, 1998),

110-113.
22

[Zschokke], "Gesprach zwischen Tell und einem Bauem," 112.
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anniversary of the Helvetic. Although Federal Council member Ruth Dreifuss
argued in favor of recognizing the symbiotic relationship of outside pressure
and internal reform, this notion was rejected by the Federal Assembly. The
debate was as vitriolic as ever: one reader's letter to the Berner Zeitung in 1995
during the debate went so far as to declare that "a celebration in the jubilee year
of 1998 in memory of the proclamation of the Helvetic Republic in 1798 would
be perverse."23
The influence of the French in the imposition of the Helvetic constitution
tarnished many of its ideals. The Helvetic' s endorsement of one version of
Schweizer Freiheit cemented the fact of divisions in Switzerland. The three
described cantons, Vaud, Zurich and Schwyz, each represent a different aspect
of the Swiss reaction to the debate over the meanings ofliberty. In some ways
the 1848 Constitution did not permanently resolve the debate that continues
today, as shown by the Berner Zeitung reader I just mentioned. However, the
Constitution of 1848 resolved the Sonderbund War and established a period of
stability. Before any compromise over the role of liberty could be reached,
however, each side developed its arguments, most explicitly in the public
sphere, where the power of public opinion could exercise its authority.
After the experience of the Helvetic and the quasi-return to cantonal
sovereignty in the Mediation Era, it was Vaud that was forced to develop its
arguments explicitly. As the tides of war began to tum against Napoleon in late
1813, the new canton of Vaud was forced to justify its existence. Without
Napoleon, the guarantor of the constituting pact of the Swiss Confederation,
the Mediation Act itself had no strength and it was set aside on December 29,
1813. Elsewhere in Europe the Napoleonic settlement crumbled as well.
Metternich hoped to establish a "legitimate" Restoration and the postNapoleonic peace conference in Vienna returned former crowned heads to their
thrones while reestablishing some of the old state boundaries that Napoleon
and the French had destroyed. However, the reforms of the French Revolution
era had changed too much; 1t was not possible or even desirable to restore
everything such as each of the more than 300 principalities of the former Holy
Roman Empire. In Switzerland, too, there were attempts at Restoration and
debates over how far-reaching that Restoration would be. In abolishing the Act
of Mediation, the reconstituted Swiss Federal Diet of ten cantons implicitly
recognized the former subject territories that had become independent cantons
in 1803. 24 However, Bern did not join and rejected this notion of independence.

23

Letter to the editor from Chritoph Burki in Bemer Zeitung September 25, 1995 in
Christian Simon, ed., "Die Helvetic 1995 vor dem Parlament. Eine Umschau in der Presse"
in Christian Simon, ed. Soziookonomische Strukturen-Structures sociales et economiques:
Frauengeschichte/Geschlectergeschichte-Histoire des femmes vol. 2 of Dossier HelvetikDossier Helvetique (Basel and Frankfurt am Main: Helbing & Lichtenhahn, 1997), 267.
24
Archives Cantonal Vaudoise (ACV) KIII 6/4 "Convention," 29 December 1813.
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On December 24, 1813 and then again in January, 1814 the City and Republic
of Bern, in an allusion to the powerful pre-Helvetic city-state, called for a
return of both Vaud and Aargau as subject territories. 25 These proclamations
ignored the almost sixteen years of independence that both cantons had
enjoyed.
Vaud and Bern revisited the debates of the Helvetic and each side claimed
to defend ancient Swiss liberties. Both Bern and Vaud blended the language of
historical privilege and legitimate rights with the Social Contract notion of
sovereignty. At first Bern pursued territorial claims against Vaud and expressed
the desire to restore the entire "Old Order." Karl Ludwig von Haller, later
known as the voice of the Restoration, summarized Bern's argument and in fact
expressed the intellectual foundations of the Restoration for all of Switzerland.
In "What is the old order?," Haller wrote, "what it this old order? What belongs
to it and what not? ... Friends, the old order, the old constitution is nothing more
than simple justice." 26 Haller continued that the natural order of things
" ... does not exist in individual laws or regulations .. .it exists in the
independence of the City of Bern and in the lawful relationships to the
different parts of its territory, in other words, in the establishment of the
old lords of the land and the reentry of them into their Freiheit, goods or
possessions and the accompanying rights and obligations. The Revolution
robbed the city of Bern and other Swiss cities of their independence. 27
In his other major pamphlet of 1814, "What are subject relations?" Haller
defended an unequal, hierarchical world view. The ideas of equality and
universal citizenship that came from the revolution that robbed Bern of its
freedom, was, for Haller, against the natural state of dependency. To challenge
the natural order of society by supporting these Jacobinite principles would be
disastrous and would serve only to "incite subordinates against their superiors,
servants against their masters, rural dwellers against the cities and maybe even
children against their fathers." 28
The leaders of Canton Vaud obviously disputed the notion that Vaud was
naturally subject to Canton Bern and contested any infringement upon its
freedom of action by also using the vocabulary of Swiss liberty. The debate
focused on the legitimacy of Bern's claim to rule. La Harpe and other Vaudoise

25

Proclamation from Bern, 24 December 1813 reprinted in "Ueberblick der von Bern gegen
Kanton Vaadt eingereichten Rechnung" Translated from the French (n.p., 1814), 30-31;
ACV KIII 42/15 "Wir SchultheiB klein und GroBe Rathe ... " 18-20 January 1814.
26
(C[arl] L[udwig] von Haller), "Was ist die alte Ordnung? Eine Neujahres-Rede an Stadt
und Land" (Bern, 1814), 2.
27
(Haller), "Was ist die alte Ordnung," 2.
28
(Haller), "Was sind Unterthanen-Verhfiltnisse?" (n.p., 1814), 6-7.
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writers continued to point to Bern's illegal elimination of Vaud's collective
rights that they claimed were guaranteed at the time of Bern's occupation of
Vaud. Supporters of Bern's claims argued that since Bern had historical title
to Vaud, V aud should return to its subordinate status once the legal order was
restored in a post-Napoleonic Europe. 29 Other pamphlets examined the
historical record of the rights that Bern acquired in 1564 from the House of
Savoy and the need to defend Bern's legal ownership of these privileges. 30
When the supporters of Vaud' s independence argued that Bern had renounced
these rights by agreement in 1798, Bern's defenders claimed that this was done
under foreign pressure, was not a voluntary act and therefore invalid. 31
Although after July 1814, the Federal Diet's opposition caused Bern not to
pursue its territorial claims to Vaud, Bern continued to demand financial
restitution for the loss of its legitimate property rights. A category of pamphlets
pursued this issue as well, and debated whose rule had benefited Vaud's people
more: Bern's centuries-long paternalistic pre-1798 rule or sixteen years of selfrule since January 1798.
The debates, however, went beyond the immediate concerns of how much
Bern should be paid or whether Bern ever helped the Pays de Vaud. There were
theoretical underpinnings to these debates that raised the stakes to the level of
which world view was triumphant. The reasons behind both the feudalhistorical attempt to prove Bern's legitimate ownership of areas in Vaud and the discussion about whose rule had benefited Vaud the most had to do with
conflicting understandings of the notions of sovereignty or the foundations of
legitimate rule. In terms of the context of historical ownership that justified
Bern's rule, it was a conflict between the notions of age-old privileges on the
one hand and universal rights on the other. The discussion over who had ruled
Vaud better was at one level about determining the superior system. It also
was, on a more theoretical level, related to social contract theory and the
principle of legitimate sovereignty. The wider debate was over the validity of
social contract theory as a basis for society. The school of thought influenced
by social contract theory argued that a people had the right to overthrow a
government if subjected to misrule. As the Tell story demonstrated, the notion
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31
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of legitimate rebellion or tyrannicide was a long-standing tradition in Swiss
society. By defending Bern's rule as beneficial to Vaud, the Bern apologists
attempted to take away the claim of legitimate revolt. 32 Those pamphleteers
who defended Vaud's independence and legitimate right to self-rule pointed to
the fact that the canton was more successful in a mere sixteen years of self-rule
than Bern was in 260 years of rule. 33 The armed struggle surrounding the
independence of the canton was merely the justifiable response to misrule. The
defenders of the new order in Vaud were defending the right of political
participation and equal citizenship while Bern's apologists argued against this
equality of rights. This was not just a debate over Vaud's independence: it was
a debate over the future political shape of Switzerland. Vaud's supporters
argued that the proper interpretation of true Swiss liberties demanded some
recognition of the equality ofall citizens before the law. Vaud's supporters also
successfully argued that legitimate rule was based on the political participation
of the population and that sovereignty is based in the "Rights of Man and the
Citizen" rather than transactions between feudal lords.
In Canton Schwyz the notion of equality of rights that emerged during the
founding of the Helvetic Republic was also not immediately accepted.
Although the French armies that marched into Switzerland in 1798 sought to
further the cause of republicanism, Schwyz's direct democratic institutions
- were not enough to prevent the canton from being grouped with feudal states,
because of the canton's emphasis on local autonomy. Schwyz, like Bern, was
a full member of the Old Confederation and as such acted as the sovereign
power to dependent territories. However as the French troops neared the canton
in order to enforce the new unitary constitution, these dependent areas of
Schwyz asked for and eventually received formal recognition of full citizenship
by the Schwyz extraordinary Landsgemeinde. 34 The inhabitants of the subject
areas and the dependent Beisassen sought to gain full membership into the
existing Schwyz society, membership that granted the right to vote and speak

32
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at the Landsgemeinde meetings. However, once the Helvetic Republic had
been replaced, the old elite began retreating from this grant of equality.
Already by 1801 a municipal law had been passed that restricted the access to
the common lands of the canton. The Landsgemeinde in 1810 and in 1812 also
restricted property rights for the former dependent population of the canton. 35
In accord with Haller and other proponents of the restoration of Bern
sovereignty over Vaud, the old elite in Schwyz claimed that any renunciation
of sovereignty over subject territories that was made in 1798 was made under
the threat of French force. Since it was not a voluntary grant of freedom the
decision could not be valid. 36 The defenders of the Old Regime Schwyz made
the additional argument that not all the conditions of the original February,
March and April 1798 decisions had been followed so there was no legal
standing for the equality of political rights. 37 The "freedom and equality" that
the Landsgemeinde promised both the Beisassen and the subject inhabitants of
the other sections of the canton, was explicitly dependent on future ratification
by the May Landsgemeinde. 38 The May meeting was the sovereign body of the
canton. Historically all decisions made during the year by the small cantonal
bureaucracy or by extraordinary versions of the full Landsgemeinde had to be
confirmed by the sovereign May meeting. The extraordinary Landsgemeinde
had granted full equality to the dependent Beisassen who lived in the central
district and to the residents of the districts of March, Einsiedeln, Pfiiffikon,
Wollerau, KiiBnacht and Gersau and encouraged these new citizens to fight
against the French invaders. However, with the imposition of the unitary
Helvetic constitution in April, there was no annual May meeting in 1798 and
therefore no ratification.
In Schwyz the Restoration was piecemeal. Because of later May
Landsgemeinde decisions, it became clear that the sovereign body had
implicitly recognized the former subjects resident in the outer districts and
realized that they must retain some rights. However, the old power center, the
citizens of the central district, the Alte Land, began to take more control. At
first in a decree from January 20, 1814, central-Schwyz claimed control over
the entire canton and reclaimed the canton's status as an "independent

35

Staatsarchive Kanton Schwyz [STASZ] Box 4, 1.02 B 1812. Municipal Protocol, 20 May
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36
(Kanzlei des altgefreiten Landes Schwyz), "Riickblick auf ein Memorial der neuen
Landleute des algefreiten Landes Schwyz an die alten Landleute desselben" ((Schwyz),
1830), 1830), 26.
37
"Riickblick auf ein Memorial," 10-15.
38
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sovereign state." 39 Not surprisingly, the inhabitants of the outer districts staged
a collective protest. A complete return to the pre-Helvetic state proved not to
be possible, but because of the threat of total domination by the Alte Land, the
outer districts and Gersau signed an agreement in June of 1814 that granted the
inner district two-thirds of the available seats in the cantonal council. 40 It was
this council that determined the political agenda in the canton. The
Landsgemeinde had overarching sovereignty and elected the six highest
officials, but the day to day business of the canton and the Landsgemeinde
agenda was supervised by this Alte Land-dominated cantonal council. The tax
system was another aspect of Inner Schwyz domination. The canton was taxed
proportionally to population, thus burdening the population of the outlaying
areas equally without granting them full political representation. 41
The power of the Alte Land continued to grow during the Restoration era.
In 1815 a new Federal Pact had been approved by the entire Confederation.
Although this new constitution was a partial triumph for the Restoration since
ultimate sovereignty rested in the cantons, Article 7 eliminated subject lands
and exclusive privileges within Switzerland and Article 15 obligated each
canton to deposit a written constitution in the Federal Archive. 42 The 1814
Schwyz agreement also promised a new constitution for the canton. 43 However,
this constitution was not delivered and the Alte Land Schwyz continued to
consolidate it~ privileges. It was not until 1821 that Schwyz finally deposited
a vague six-article constitution in the Federal Archive even though it had never
been approved by the population at a May Landsgemeinde. However, while
fulfilling the letter of the law, this constitution clearly did not fulfill the spirit
of Articles 7 or 15 of the Federal Pact. The prologue even registered Schwyz's
displeasure at the necessity for a written document, stating that there was never
any need for a constitutional document prior to the Mediation government in
1803 and that for hundreds of years custom, laws andLandsgemeinde decisions
were a sufficient foundation for a society under the protection of God. The
constitution did, however, confirm the superiority of the Roman Catholic
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religion in Schwyz, the Landsgemeinde as the sovereign force in the canton and
the use of previous custom and practice as the basis for government. 44 This last
emphasis on historical practice was an obvious formulation meant to ease the
return of the old order and the domination of the old elite.
The high point of political reaction occurred during 1828-29. The 1821
constitution did not satisfy the demands of the outer districts or the formerly
subject peoples, but some rights of the inhabitants of the outer districts of the
cantons were confirmed. By 1828, the debate over the 1798 grants of equality
had narrowed to a discussion over the rights of the Beisassen. The tide of
reaction was strong enough in 1828 that the Beisassen were excluded from the
Landsgemeinde and in 1829 the cantonal assembly rescinded all the political
rights of this class of formerly dependent inhabitants of the old canton Schwyz
who did not belong to any cantonal community and had no political rights prior
to 1798. 45 This expulsion and the removal of previously granted rights of
participation initiated a new round of Schwyzer discussions over Freiheit. The
Beisassen tried to rally support by claiming everybody's rights were at risk and
that there were no longer any guarantees against arbitrary actions of
government. 46 Traditionalists argued that they were only defending the honor
of Schwyz and the right of its people to determine their own rules. 47
In reality, beyond the legality of the Freiheit of inhabitants of the outlaying
districts, former subjects and Beisassen, this dispute was a struggle between
two different versions of democracy. The supporters of the old order did not
want to give up their traditional vision of Schwyzer Freiheit as collective
property that had been inherited from their fathers. There was a debate in
Schwyz of whether individual equality and the rights of a citizen or the notion
of collective self-rule took priority. Previously in Schwyz there had been no
real sense of what Jefferson termed "unalienable rights" or what Isaiah Berlin
named "negative liberty," the area where the government could not justifiably
penetrate. 48 Obviously individuals in Schwyz did have some rights and
individual votes were counted at the public assembly in order to determine the
course of action that the canton would take, but once the vote was counted,
there was no real sense that individual members of the losing minority retained
some rights or protection. The traditional Schwyz conception of freedom
revolved not around each individual having certain rights, but instead around
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the importance of the community ruling itself and keeping itself free from
foreign rule. The equality of individual rights had never been a priority.
The emphasis on the power of the collective community fueled the
argument against the Beisassen being full members of the body politic. At first,
the argument against the Beisassen maintaining the right to vote in the
Landsgemeinde was very legalistic. The legal condition of future ratification
by the May Landsgemeinde had never been met, therefore the equality of
political rights had never been law. In response, the new "Landleute" argued
that the Alte Land had not kept to its word when it promised equality. The
Beisassen and their allies produced pamphlets disputing this notion that their
rights had not been freely given in 1798 and were therefore invalid. 49 This
debate demonstrated the growth of the public sphere in Schwyz. It was only
during this debate of 1828-33 that a critique of the government became
possible. The Beisassen and their allies marshaled support through published
pamphlets when previously it had been impossible to sustain a profitable
printing press without governmental support. 50 The government, on its side,
recognized the importance of public opinion outside the annual Landsgemeinde
meeting and thus was forced to reply in kind in the public sphere. It was one
of these official replies, given in February of 1830 by the order of the cantonal
council, that made clear the traditional Schwyz understanding of Freiheit. This
"Reply" attempted to reassure the inhabitants of the outer districts by
guaranteeing their status as free Burgers. 51
By acknowledging the implicit 1814 recognition of the rights of the former
subjects but not the rights of the former Beisassen, the central party
differentiated between the types of former dependents of the canton. The
authors of the "Riickblick," declared that the Beisassen were not included in
the 1798 general assertion of freedom for all "remaining dependents who were
not yet expressly set free, [who] are declared free from today and are
recognized as such before the whole world." 52 This was because, in terms of
strict legal definitions the Beisassen and the subjects had a different legal
status, and this difference mattered. Each category referred to a particular status
in a multi-layered hierarchical society. The act of trying to impose this semifeudal definition was on one level a political maneuver that attempted to split
the burgeoning coalition and to isolate the Beisassen who were resident in the
central district. However, on another level, this differentiation revealed a
fundamental truth about the old elite's understanding of Swiss liberty. The
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authors of the "Riickblick" claimed it was necessary to distinguish between
subject and Beisassen because the Beisassen never had their own community
or "Gemeinde," and therefore never had their own laws, regulations, courts or
authorities as did the residents of March and Einsiedeln. 53 Unlike the subjects
of Ancien Regime Schwyz who had varying privileges of self-administration,
the Beisassen had never participated in the process of self-rule at any level and
were unfamiliar with democratic practice. This fact more than any other, made
them, in the eyes of traditionalists, unfit to participate politically in the canton.
Freedom and liberty were viewed as a collective inheritance, a reward for
actions: it was not a natural born inalienable right.
Zurich, too, had links to the Medieval conception of a collective
community. Mack Walker's descriptions of German Home Towns work
equally well for Zurich as for the towns and cities of modem south-western
Germany that he examined. 54 In fact, Zurich arose from the same cultural and
regional milieu. The city politics in.Zurich were traditionally dominated by the
guilds and the city itself dominated the surrounding countryside in the
hinterland. This pattern of urban domination began to change under the
influence of ideas emanating from France during the great Revolution of 1789.
Mass protests in support of greater equality and popular participation occurred
first in Stafa in the 1790s. Although the Stafa uprising was brutally repressed
by the city government, individual and territorial political equality came to
canton Zurich with the Helvetic constitution. The rural population returned to
a subordinate role, though it was not totally powerless, with the introduction
of the new Federal Pact in 1815. Centralizing reforms were introduced giving
more power to cantonal wide institutions, but the city of Zurich was
disproportionately favored at the expense of the hinterland.
However, French Enlightenment and Revolutionary inspired liberals
remained a powerful force in Zurich's elite. The Helvetic rhetoric had been
subdued but the desire for a unitary state that established equality before the
law remained a goal. Zurich's reputation as a city of merchants had not
changed, and in fact much of the support for individual rights guaranteed by
the unitary state had to do with creating a more profitable single economic
market that eliminated unnecessary and inefficient local tariffs. 55 As the
Regeneration began in 1830 in Switzerland, Zurich gained symbolic
representative importance. Zurich's Regeneration in late 1830 came to
symbolize the movement as a whole. A new constitution and rationally-based
administrative reforms were approved, a new tax system was instituted that
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included the buying out of all remaining feudal dues and a statement of
principles in the constitution guaranteed individual rights such as the freedom
of the press, of belief, freedom of trade and professions and the personal
freedom of each inhabitant of the canton. 56 However, even though the tradition
of such a list of guaranteed rights hearkens back to the French and Helvetic
Revolutions, no rhetorical link was drawn. Even the name "Regeneration"
implied that the series of new liberal constitutions reflected the return of pure
Swiss liberties and not the support of the foreign ideas of the Helvetic. Even
former defenders of the Helvetic, like Paul U steri, ceded this argument; all
sides considered the experience of 1798-1803 a disaster.
However, the Regeneration movement was not a unified movement to
create a unitary state based on the "Declaration of the Rights of Man and the
Citizen." Within the coalition, there were groups that supported the
constitutional reforms and greater liberty, there were debates and value
judgments on how to maximize freedom. Johann Jakob Hess, as Biirgermeister
of Zurich and President of the Confederation, claimed in July of 1839 at the
opening of the Federal Diet, that "Freiheit is an idea that is not bound to any
form [of government]." 57 However, this was definitely disputed. Schwyz and
the other directly democratic cantons argued that their system was truly
democratic as opposed to the aristocratic cantons such as Bern and Zurich,
because the Volk approved each and every law. In the larger cantons, this
system was obviously impractical but that argument carried some weight. Thus,
beginning in the canton of St. Gallen, a movement in favor of the popular veto
gained momentum. St. Gallen owed its foundation to the Helvetic Republic and
was not so violently opposed to its reforms as some of the other cantons that
had been full members of the Old Confederation. After 1830, mass meetings
that had existed during the Helvetic were once again prevalent in the canton. 58
These foundational meetings resembled the Schwyz Landsgemeinde and tried
to increase the potential for direct political participation by the people. In
Solothurn, as well, during the eventually unsuccessful campaign to establish
a veto, clear distinctions were made between representative and direct
democracies. One author argued that the population could not trust the
intellectuals who sat in the cantonal representative assemblies and that only the
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veto right could protect the population. Without this direct political power, the
author claimed, "the Volk has no true Freiheit." 59
The public veto did successfully increase local participation directly in the
government, but centralizing liberals, on the other hand, claimed that increased
freedom could be found through a national solution. This second path involved
the revision of the 1815 Federal Pact. Rather than counting on like minded
progressives to politically triumph in all 22 cantons of the Confederation, those
who believed in the unitary state attempted to cut through the local obstructing
cantons in one fell swoop. From 1830-33 the debate raged on, encompassing
a varying array of coalitions that supported certain aspects of the revised Pact
that would have instituted a stronger federal state, a national economic market,
common weights and measure in addition to guarantees of individual rights.
However, the revisionists were unable to gain a stable coalition. Opponents
feared the return of the Helvetic yoke and even claimed that the unitary state
system would murder Freiheit. 60 Schwyz, Uri, Neuchatel, Unterwalden, BaselStadt and Valais formed a separate alliance to combat any change to the
internationally guaranteed Federal Pact and boycotted Federal Diet meetings.
However, it was the population of Luzern that dealt a death blow to the
movement. In 1833 to the great shock of its elitist liberal supporters, the
population ofLuzern rejected the proposed draft by a popular referendum. 61
Even though national reform failed, the debates over central versus local
power and representative versus direct democracy continued. The debate over
the political role of the general population at this time can be best seen during
the 1839 Strauss Affair in Zurich. The popular veto was not part of the 1831
constitution in Zurich, but in 1839 the rural population all but exercised a de
facto veto over the actions of the urban dominated cantonal government. In the
give and take between representative government and its constituents, the
population demanded that its will be acknowledged. On January 26, 1839 the
education council of Zurich nominated David Friedrich Strauss to the vacant
chair of Theology at the University. It is certainly a rare instance in which an
academic appointment leads to the downfall of a government, but in this case,
it happened. A large number of ordinary citizens mobilized into a popular
movement that eventually challenged the basic premise of the government and
its foundations of power. The question of who truly represented the people and
who could therefore claim the people's mandate and the right to speak for them
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became the central issue of contention between the government and its
opposition.
Three stages of events took place before the government resigned in 1839.
The first stage was the uproar against the calling of Strauss, stage two occurred
after Strauss' s forced retirement and was the continuation of the popular
petition campaign against the influence of Strauss' s supporters in the
government, and stage three revolved around the events of early September
which resulted in the overthrow of the government. The opposition to Strauss
started because he was a controversial theologian. In his book, The Life of
Jesus, Strauss attempted to bring the critical processes of scientific-academic
research to the study of the gospels and a historical treatment of Jesus. In this
study, Strauss dared to employ the word "myth" to describe many of the
recorded miracles. Although Karl Barth later described Strauss's work as an
attempt by a nonbelieving theologian to justify his separation from the church,
Strauss never explicitly stated any lack of belief. 62 He merely declared that
historical accuracy in biblical text was irrelevant because the moral and not the
historical lessons were most essential. 63 Although Strauss reaffirmed the
importance of faith, many saw Strauss' s conclusion as blasphemous and his
work as full of lies. 64 This fear of blasphemy obviously led to the idea that
Strauss would be dangerous for the moral and cultural well-being of the canton.
Thus, much of the Zurich population considered the appointment of Strauss a
threat to the constitutionally guaranteed state religion of Zurich and a revival
of fears of a European wide liberal movement that sought to attack religion.
The Executive Council had the constitutional duty to confirm any
appointment made by the education commission and after determining that
Strauss posed no threat to the state religion or the youth of the canton, the
council voted to confirm Strauss. 65 In response to this confirmation an
institutionalized opposition began to mobilize. A grass roots campaign
organized into church community committees and district committees who, in
tum, elected a 22 member Central-Committee, whose goal was to legally
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obstruct the appointment of Strauss. This committee was not solely a
conservative anti-governmental group, in fact 19 out of22 members had some
municipal or state office in Canton Zurich before the crisis over Strauss' s
appointment. 66 Nonetheless, this committee directly challenged the legitimacy
of the Zurich government. Already in February and March, the CentralCommittee declared that it would make known the "collective voice" and
general will of the people, implying that the Central-Committee and not the
duly elected legislative assembly would speak for the Volk. 67 In response, the
government refused to accept the March address of the Central-Committee.
However, the Committee did fight through constitutional channels as well
and tried to convince the public that they had tremendous support. The
representatives to the Central-Committee formulated a lists of demands that
theoretically emerged from the people during the series of indirect electoral
meetings which constituted the Central-Committee. These demands grew into
a collective petition that was circulated throughout the canton. First and
foremost was that "Strauss may and should not come!" Other demands
included that Strauss never be installed at an institute of higher learning in the
canton, that a "scientifically excellent Professor of Dogma [who is] of decisive
evangelical-Christian belief' should be called to replace Strauss, that a mixed
synod be introduced, that the influence of the church advisory council should
be felt on theological appointments and that the director of the Teachers'
Seminary should be fired so as to increase the religious content in the school
curriculum. 68 Over the next few weeks, the collective petition campaign made
a very convincing case for mass support; in fact 39, 225 citizens signed the
petitions against the 1,048 who voiced their opposition. To put these numbers
into context it is helpful to note that the constitution of 1831, the first free
constitution in the history of Zurich, received a proportionally smaller margin
of approval; residents of Canton Zurich were more motivated to sign the
petition of 183 9 than to vote for the new constitution in 1831. 69
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Although the government tried to maintain its authority, going so far as to
declare that "freedom cannot exist without order," observers recognized that
if the Grosse Rat did not acquiesce to the demands to remove Strauss, the
assembly would have been forced to abdicate. 70After some political
maneuvering, this is exactly what happened on March 18. The legislative
assembly voted to pension off Strauss. This was possible pursuant to the 1832
law governing the educational system of the Canton. If a properly confirmed
professor were unable to fulfill his duties due to age or no fault of his own, he
could be retired with a pension. 71 Even though this law was clearly intended for
elderly professors, the Executive Council deemed that due to the public
opposition, Strauss would never be able to be an effective professor and the
thirty-two year old was retired without ever having given a lecture. The
assembly hoped that by retiring Strauss by legal means, it had reinforced the
rule of law, a major liberal tenet. However, the Vaud representatives to the
Federal Diet summarized the general feeling by naming this a moral
abdication. 72 Clearly the elected assembly had lost a tremendous amount of
prestige and authority in altering its stated course and appearing to cave in to
the Central-Committee's demands.
Through the summer, the government regained some of its legitimacy as
the fervor of the public support of the Central-Committee waned. With the
removal of Strauss and the triumph of its will (for all practical purposes the
exercise of its veto), the population was less concerned with the rest of the
demands in the petition and the assembly was able to successfully restore calm
with only half-concessions. In fact, the anti-Strauss minority of the education
committee even reinforced the notion that the executive and legislative bodies
acted as the sovereign authorities of the canton. 73 The continuation of the
petition campaign against the influence of remaining Straussians in the
governmental administration was not so successful as stage one. It was only in
August that once again the Central-Committee was able to effectively
challenge the constituted government. On August 8, 1839, the CentralCommittee issued a provocative circular to the citizens of the petitioning
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communities. The Committee claimed that the government mistrusted the will
of the people and that it was the Central-Committee that actually represented
the best interests and will of the population-in both this life and the next. 74
The Committee was questioning the foundation of the representative system.
The Executive Council responded, perhaps too strongly, with a proclamation
of its own and based its own argument explicitly on representative republican
theory. This governmental proclamation made clear that the Central-Committee
had no legal authority to speak for the people. However, it also ordered the
seizure of the Committee's published circular and instigated the criminal
investigation of the leaders of the central-Committee. 75 This apparent violation
of the constitutionally guaranteed freedom of the press and assembly backfired
because this action seemed to threaten the cantonal constitution with an
arbitrary despotic government. As a result of this apparent misuse of power, the
Executive Council proclamation led to general discontent among the
population and became a focal point for the revival of the popular movement.
The Central-Committee clearly regained the political initiative.
In March the minority of the educational commission had still argued for
the authority of the government while claiming that the Executive Council had
the right to appeal directly to the legislative body. However, by August and
September this respect for governmental authority had changed. The difficulty
with divided sovereignty is that, "sovereignty represented could always be
challenged in the name of sovereignty embodied in the people." 76 This is
exactly what the Central-Committee did. Article 1 of the Zurich constitution
declared: "The Canton Zurich is a free state with a representative constitution
and as such a member of the Swiss Confederation. Sovereignty rests in the
collective Volk. It is exercised according to the Constitution by the Grosse Rat
as the representative of the people.'m
By declaring that the Committee knew the collective wishes of the
population, it denied the assembly its rightful place as the representative of the
people. Sovereignty had been declared to rest in the collective Volk, but
according to the constitution it had to be exercised through the governmental
institutions. This is the key to representative democracy. For the government,
the legally proscribed appointment of Strauss was not overturned by the
people, instead the Grosse Rat, the only constituted actor able to exercise
sovereignty, pensioned Strauss off in response to the legally expressed view of
the people. This was an important distinction that the Central-Committee was
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not interested in pursuing. The Committee claimed to speak for the people of
Zurich and thus threatened the entire constitutional order by upsetting the
hierarchy of the representative system. The Committee's success proves that
the triumph of liberal individual representative democracy did not occur at
every point along the way. In 1839, the Central-Committee was able to lead the
people into exercising a de facto veto; on September 6 the people directly
intervened in the governmental process and exercised sovereignty in place of
the constitutional actors. The Central-Committee led a march of rural
inhabitants into Zurich on September 6. By the time evening fell, a provisional
government had been established and the liberal-radical party of 1830 had
ceded the reins of government.
Between the Helvetic Revolution and the new Federal State of 1848 there
was a complicated view of liberty and freedom in Switzerland. It was a time of
major transition in Switzerland; the public sphere expanded and became an
important part of Swiss society. The rights of the individual became more and
more of a priority and forced a compromise in 1848 with the Swiss sense of
collective freedom. The new constitution acknowledged the importance of the
collective whole, but power clearly resided at the center of a federal state. 78
What is important to remember is that this period was also a time of transition
in Europe as a whole. The Swiss case also shows the complicated nature of
European liberal development. The eventual emergence of modem liberal
democracy was not an obvious, sure or necessary result. Three cantons in
Switzerland demonstrate that alternatives existed. These republican and
democratic alternatives in Switzerland were not always politically progressive
and did not always focus on representative institutions or individuals first. The
meaning of Freiheit is perhaps not so clear as we might once have thought.
Marc H. Lerner
Columbia University
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